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And then there's the gratitude narrative, quietly woven into the prose. Eric Greitens, both in his personal
example, and in his book, points the way forward. We learn that to win any war, even those we wage against
ourselves; to create and obtain lasting peace; to save a life; and even, simply to live with purpose requires
usâ€”every one of usâ€”to be both good and strong. To a world of those who preen themselves with tiny
accomplishment, vaunting the self rather than serving another, Greitens sounds out a reminder that our
legacies are made of great sacrifice, endurance, radical kinds of love, all cloaked in a humility that continues
to call that legacy downward, as long as we're drawing breath, to find still more struggling human lives we can
better with our own. Among the first of many to come! I salute you for your service, as a SEAL and as an
American who stands for the highest American, and deeply human, ideals. Give it to your son and daughter.
He excelled at the hardest military training in the world, and today he works with severely wounded and
disabled veterans who are rebuilding their lives as community leaders at home. Feast on it. To the despairing,
the cynic, the railing pessimist, give this book as an antidote. Greitens offers each of us a new way of thinking
about living a meaningful life. Gift this book. This is very American. His experience of humanity's ability to
drill into poverty and despair and find greatness is on the clearest display. If you're restless or itching for some
calling you can't name, read this book. In a life lived at the raw edges of the human experience, Greitens has
seen what can be accomplished when compassion and courage come together in meaningful service. Greitens
is a transformative American truth teller who has seen some of the hardest parts of the world. His life and this
book reminds us that America remains the land of the brave and generous. As Three Cups of Tea and Seven
Pillars of Wisdom have become mandatory reading in many military organizations, The Heart and the Fist is a
seminal, paradigm-shifting work that should be mandatory reading for every military and humanitarian
organization who would work together who must work together! This is the writing of a Rhodes Scholar and a
great American warrior and a humble soul at once. Greitens combines in one person the warrior ethos of
toughness, courage and tenacity with the compassion of the humanitarian. I believe it holds power to treat the
affliction of believing and assuming that defeat is inevitable, that nuture of the self is our calling, and that
service is for someone else. It reveals how truly well a life can go, and that each of us carries a greatness
within, a greatness in waiting, eager to make itself the writing instrument that marks our legacies on hearts and
minds. This, too, is very American--not just to win wars or to impose our will or point of view, but to act in
the service of others, on their own terms, to put others in touch with their own capacity to manifest this flame
that burns so brightly in Mr. After earning a Ph. The heart and fist are just the combination we need. Greitens,
thank you! To college students, grant this book as an inspiration to the heart and mind. A man wise enough to
lead, courageous enough to fight, and compassionate enough to care, he has written a glorious book about how
to live with purpose that should be required reading for every American.


